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U.S. CPI rose 0.4% M/M in August,
led by used cars amid tight supply.
Core CPI rose 1.7% Y/Y. Demand is
improving, but it will likely be years
before the Fed raises rates.
Initial claims for the September
payroll reference week slid on a
seasonally and non-seasonally
adjusted basis, suggesting continued
improvement in the labor market.
U.S. industrial production rose
0.4% M/M in August. Utilities and
mining fell 0.4% M/M and 2.5%
M/M, respectively, while
manufacturing rose 1% M/M.
U.S. housing starts slid 5.1%
M/M in August, due to a decline in
volatile multifamily and hurricanes
impacting the South. Single-family
starts rose at the fastest pace since
February. Permits slid 0.9% M/M
due to multifamily, while singlefamily rose 6% M/M, as housing
market strength is set to continue.
The September German ZEW
survey expectations jumped to
77.4, a 20-year high, on the back of
further fiscal support for furloughs.
The BoE left policy unchanged. A
negative rates briefing caused a selloff in Sterling and a decline in longterm rates. This seems to be about
preparing for downside scenarios,
not moving into negative rates.
U.K. CPI fell 0.4% M/M in August
amid policy actions like the “Eat Out
to Help Out” scheme.
China activity data beat August
outlooks as internal demand rallies.
The BOJ held policy steady,
remaining accommodative, while
boosting their economic outlook.

WATCH LIST
Date
Consensus
Previous
U.S.
▲
Tue 9/22
Existing Home Sales
5.95m
5.86m
▼ 0.9% M/M
Wed 9/23
FHFA House Price Index
0.4% M/M
▼
Wed 9/23
Markit Manufacturing PMI (Prelim)
52.5
53.1
▼
Wed 9/23
Markit Services PMI (Prelim)
54.5
55.0
Thu 9/24
Initial Claims
860k
▼
Thu 9/24
New Home Sales
875k
901k
▼ 11.4% M/M
Fri 9/25
Advanced Durable Goods Orders
1.0% M/M
Europe
▼
Wed 9/23
EZ Markit Manufacturing PMI (Prelim)
51.5
51.7
Wed 9/23
EZ Markit Services PMI (Prelim)
50.5
50.5
▼
Wed 9/23
U.K. Markit Manufacturing PMI (Prelim)
54.5
55.2
▼
Wed 9/23
U.K. Markit Services PMI (Prelim)
57.5
58.8
▲
Thu 9/24
German IFO Business Climate
93.9
92.6
Asia Pacific
Mon 9/21
PBOC Meeting
--Wed 9/23
Jibun Bank Japan Mfg. PMI (Prelim)
47.2
Wed 9/23
Jibun Bank Japan Service PMI (Prelim)
45.0
Arrows indicate consensus forecast compared to the previous period. Local dates of release.

U.S.



Housing data are expected to show continued strength in August amid massive
government support, new and pent-up demand, and record-low mortgage rates.
The Markit flash PMIs for September are expected to remain in expansionary
territory. We look for differentiation between manufacturing and services, as well as
forward-looking indicators, such as new orders to gauge demand, particularly given
heightened uncertainty surrounding further fiscal support and slower retail sales
growth in August.

Europe


The September Flash PMIs for major European economies will be released on
Wednesday. After rebounding strongly out of the lockdown-induced collapse, PMIs
plateaued in August. The September releases will give precious insight into the
strength of the recovery.

Asia Pacific



The PBOC is expected to keep the one- and five-year loan prime rate steady at its
September 21 meeting, as internal demand continues its impressive rebound.
Japan’s PMIs have lagged those of most major economies so far, as they entered
and exited lockdowns on a later timeline. With both manufacturing and services
PMIs remaining in contractionary territory through August, we watch to see the
extent of improvement in September.
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THE HIGHLIGHTS

Democrats to push for more concessions from Republicans, insisting on a $2.2

U.S. Retail Sales

trillion package, far from the ~$1.1 trillion offered by the White House. While
markets have benefited from unprecedented fiscal policy support, there are

U.S. retail sales growth slowed in August as much of the easy gains are likely
behind us and the expiration of the $600/week unemployment insurance
benefit weighed on spending. Retail sales rose 0.6% M/M in August, easing
from a downwardly revised 0.9% M/M rise in July. The control group,
excluding food services, car dealers, building materials stores, and gasoline
stations—which is typically a better gauge of consumer demand—fell 0.1%.
In August, the increase was led by restaurants, apparel, and furniture outlets.
While the rise in spending at restaurants and on apparel is encouraging, these
sectors still have a ways to go before making up lost ground since February.
U.S. RETAIL SALES, % CHANGE AUGUST-FEBRUARY

limits to fiscal policy-driven upside, as corporate profit recovery could
accelerate and economic recovery could improve without the additional
support. Some deadlock-breaking scenarios include: a strategy shift from
President Trump to boost poll numbers; a reversal of recently improved
economic indicators; a revolt from moderate Democrats or Republicans to
force the issue on Pelosi or McConnell; or Democrat concessions on state and
local government aid following better-than-expected tax revenues. Columbia
University economists reported that increased government spending would be
more effective than monetary stimulus even if the Fed could make deeper rate
cuts. The Fed is in a tricky position: parts of the economy less affected by the
pandemic, including housing and technology, are overstimulated, while other
sectors suffer no matter how low rates go. Morgan Stanley estimates the
recovery could be delayed by six months without a deal.
Brexit: The Internal Market Bill that would effectively suspend parts of the
Withdrawal Agreement signed by the U.K. and the EU in January passed
easily in the lower house. While an amendment next week could impose some
parliamentary control over ministers’ powers to suspend the agreement, these
powers are likely to be set in place. European capitals have reacted with
dismay. EU lawyers concluded that tabling the draft bill puts the U.K. in

Source: Bloomberg. As of September 16, 2020.

violation of the good faith obligation under the withdrawal agreement. The

With retail sales 1.9% above February levels, the pace of gains is expected to

latest EU-U.K. negotiating round concluded with Britain offering tentative

continue on a more moderate, and possibly wavy, path. Watch for consumer

concessions on fisheries—a move described as a possible bid by London to

spending in September, when extended UI benefits should be disbursed.

overcome a key obstacle to a new trade deal for 2021. Indications this week

FOMC Meeting
Following inflation framework changes, the FOMC included anticipated
forward guidance in its policy statement. The federal funds rate was kept
steady, noted by the need to achieve maximum employment and inflation
targets before lifting off. In terms of the balance sheet, the Fed will keep its
current pace of Treasury securities and agency residential and commercial
MBS purchases unchanged. The FOMC updated economic projections,
showing the fed funds rate remaining at its zero lower bound through 2023,
with core inflation hitting 1.5% this year, 1.7% in 2021, 1.8% in 2022, and 2%
in 2023. Its 2020 GDP forecast was revised from -6.5% in June to -3.7%, with

show London might still be open to an agreement despite Britain’s Internal
Market Bill. The status-quo transition arrangement ends in December.
Trade Deal: The U.K. secured a free trade agreement with Japan, benefiting
U.K. businesses from tariff-free trade on 99% of exports to Japan. Analysis
shows that the deal should deliver a £1.5 billion boost to the U.K. economy
and increase workers’ wages by £800 million in the long run. Greater
transparency and streamlined application processes could benefit U.K. firms
seeking licenses to operate in Japan; financial services are the U.K.’s biggest
export to Japan (28%). Supplemental digital and data provisions were also
included, enabling free flow of data while maintaining personal protections.

expected growth of 4% in 2021, 3% in 2022 and 2.5% in 2023. A revised

Japan: Yoshihide Suga is Japan’s new prime minister and should continue

unemployment rate path followed the better-than-expected recovery since

Shinzo Abe’s platform with a smooth transition of power given their history.

June: 7.6% at Y/E 2020, 5.5% for 2021, 4.6% in 2022, and 4% in 2023.

Suga is likely to focus on internal affairs, rather than Abe’s global agenda.

Policy

U.S. Pulling Back: Secretary of State Michael Pompeo called attention to

U.S. Fiscal Spending: House members returned to Washington, but the

human rights abuses with five new Withhold Release Orders (WRO) for

prospects of a relief bill before November elections are dwindling. Senate

certain goods produced in China using forced labor, with a focus on cotton,

Majority Leader Mitch McConnell downplayed the outlook for another

apparel, computer parts, and hair products. The news came amid shelved U.S.

stimulus package, while House Speaker Nancy Pelosi holds support from

plans for a broad import ban on cotton and tomato products from Xinjiang.
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KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS
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performance. Investment involves risk. The value of any investments and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not
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exchange rates may affect the value of investments. Prospective investors should read the offering documents, if applicable, for the details
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